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Gowntown investigates the impact of Columbia University’s massive expansion 
into Upper Manhattan and proposes strategies of transformative leverage 
to generate broad community benefit and counter a spreading urbanism of 
trickle-down and gentrification. Terreform’s multi-scalar design is grounded  
in a planning paradigm focused on carefully crafted—as well as spontaneous—
institutional, social, and environmental connections, inspired by the public 
possibilities of one of the world’s great concentrations of educational, 
medical, cultural, and community assets. Gowntown is addressed to all the 
people living, working, and studying uptown, presenting a collection of ideas 
that radically bridge the familiar—and too often hostile—divide between  
gown and town.

Gowntown is grounded in a spirit of critical optimism and open possibility.  
How, we wondered, could Columbia’s enormous infusion of capital and  
energy be productively extended beyond the boundaries of its site? How  
might this actually enhance the prospects of those already living in the 
surrounding neighborhood of Manhattanville, in Upper Manhattan, and in  
the city as a whole? And how might the project activate a genuinely shared 
economic, environmental, social, educational, cultural, and morphological 
transformation that leaves no one out?  Gowntown has some suggestions!

About The Author
Terreform is a nonprofit urban research and design 
center that operates as a “friend of the court”, authoring 
alternatives that seek to raise expectations, enhance 
debate, and challenge conventional wisdom.
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Urban Research (UR) is a book series devoted to speculation about  
the condition and future of the city. We publish projects ranging  
from the practical to the utopian, from community-generated plans  
for neighborhood transformation to outstanding outcomes from 
academic studios, visionary speculations by designers burning the 
midnight oil, and collations of arguments about the most urgent 
issues of urban growth and survival. Our remit is to get the word out 
about solutions that exceed the imaginative reach of “official” 
planning and design and to encourage the most vigorous debate. 

UR, the imprint of Terreform, seeks to become a key venue both  
for individuals and organizations engaged in progressive urban 
research, design, and critical advocacy. We invite the collaboration  
of all who share our interest in creating sustainable, beautiful, and  
just cities around the world.
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What exactly is this document? To begin, it’s a series of meditations on Manhat-
tanville—and Upper Manhattan—intended to provoke discussion, even action. It 
has been prepared in light of Columbia University’s massive expansion into the 
neighborhood and the inevitable enormous changes this will bring. This proposal 
is the work of Terreform—a nonprofit, freestanding research center, which as 
part of its mission formulates unsolicited interventions for vexed urban situa-
tions. Gowntown has not been commissioned by anyone, although its preparation 
has entailed extensive consultation, shares many points of view, and, of course, 
stands on the shoulders of giants. We are pleased to call to the achievements of 
Ron Shiffman, who has been New York’s most dedicated community planner for 
decades and who was instrumental in producing Community Board 9’s fine 197-a 
plan1 (encompassing Manhattanville). We likewise salute the many groups and 
individuals in the neighborhood who—through a combination of imagination and 
resistance—have struggled to secure a happy and equitable future. With these 
fair efforts in mind, we choose to call this document a 197-x plan to acknowledge 
that it is not the result of consensus building and to suggest that such “unofficial” 
contributions should enjoy the same standing and warrant the same attention as 
the more official, community-sponsored 197-a and the generally developer-driv-
en 197-c. A truly open planning process must be just that: one in which all 
contributions are respected.

We’ve worked in this location because it’s a second home for those of us with 
connections to The City College of New York (CCNY) and Columbia, as well as the 
Upper West Side, Morningside Heights, Hamilton Heights, and Harlem; because it 
is going through an enormous, fraught transformation; and because, as a field of 
ecological and morphological possibilities, it is so fascinatingly singular. But isn’t 
it a little late for fresh proposals in an area already so defined by Columbia’s done 
deal? We think not: the time for intervention is critical in a situation that is just 
beginning to have its greatest effects, and it will only be more so as construction 
picks up, businesses change, and pressure on rents increases. The situation is 
urgent and we don’t want the outcomes of this physical, social, and economic 
transformation left to the tender mercies of the invisible hand. Here is opportu-
nity, a chance to harness these huge arriving energies toward a truly embracing 
vision of the public good. This project is not about mitigation, but about leverage.

The 197-x, which, in form, has hundreds of predecessors in the rich histories  
of advocacy planning, community pushback, and spontaneous interventions at 
every scale, seeks to augment the influence of existing 197-a and 197-c plans.  
It does so by proposing a mechanism for independently gathering neighbor-
hood-development ideas to help broaden discussion of local futures as well as to 
widen the media through which they are expressed. The 197-x is equivalent to an 
amicus curiae brief, making the case of an interested “outside” party in order to 
expand the scope of discussion, to raise key issues, and to increase the possibili-
ties for decision making. We want this 197-x to contribute to available institution-
al frameworks for making planning decisions, to local control, to the debate over 
bottom-up and top-down initiatives, and to expanding the repertoire of good 
ideas for the urban future, in New York and around the planet. Unlike 197-a and 
197-c plans, a 197-x gives absolute privilege to the ideas it embodies rather than 
to either the process or the parties that produced them. We propose that it have 
official status to make these ideas more audible.

The 197-a, our predecessor and precedent, began life as a medium for devolving 
planning power to local communities. Tom Angotti describes its origins: “In 1989, 
voters approved a revision to the city charter that legitimized the efforts of 
neighborhoods to plan for their futures. For the first time, the city charter, which 

functions as the city’s constitution, explicitly enabled communities, through 59 
community boards, to submit ‘official’ plans to the City Planning Commission and 
City Council under Section 197. The main reason for the charter change in 1989 
was a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that found that the Board of Estimate, the city’s 
main governing body since 1898, violated the constitutional principle of one 
person, one vote.”2

But this idea of devolving planning power to community boards hasn’t exactly 
worked out: the democratizing effects of the charter revision have barely 
trickled into the real planning process. Because a 197-a is just advisory and 
without statutory authority, decision making remains rooted with the City 
Council and the Department of City Planning (DCP), which have shown no 
particular inclination to support local planning. The DCP’s own rules even include 
the get-out-of-jail-free provision that “The existence of an adopted 197-a plan 
shall not preclude the sponsor or any other city agency from developing other 
plans or taking actions not contemplated by the 197-a plan that may affect the 
same geographic area or subject matter.”3 Although such plans have served as 
useful tools for community organization, research, and advocacy, the indiffer-
ence of the Giuliani and Bloomberg administrations has given these efforts little 
purchase. Carl Weisbrod, Mayor de Blasio’s Planning Commissioner, has also 
shown a decided lack of interest in the process. Even communities themselves 
have seen reasons to avoid it—the 197-a is sufficiently costly and cumbersome to 
create that to date only 13 plans have been approved, each, unfortunately, to 
largely marginal effect on final outcomes. 

The case of the Columbia expansion is a fine example of the DCP’s ambiguous—
even slippery—position. Community Board 9 (encompassing Manhattanville, 
Morningside Heights, and Hamilton Heights), working with The Pratt Center for 
Community and Economic Development, produced and submitted a strong 
197-a, which the DCP examined alongside Columbia’s 197-c. While the 197-a 
process is meant to articulate a community’s shared vision, 197-c plans are 
technically authored by the DCP, but usually come in response to proposals from 
private developers. In this case, there were enormous differences between the 
community’s and Columbia’s plans that included questions of residential and 
commercial displacement, the mix of uses, housing affordability, toxic hazards, 
eminent domain, and the integration of new construction into the existing 
neighborhood fabric. In a move of perverse calculation, the DCP approved both 
plans and instructed the parties to merge them. The result was as intended: the 
City Council adopted the Columbia plan almost precisely as it had been initially 
proposed, ignoring the most important—and contentious—aspects of the 197-a. 
In exchange, the university signed on to a long-term “community benefits” 
agreement intended to quiet opposition by meeting a certain number of needs in 
the wider neighborhood, including limited contributions to housing affordability, 
job training, and local schools. The Columbia plan is estimated (at the moment) 
to have a final cost of around $6.3 billion while the community benefits agree-
ment provides approximately $150 million to the area, spread over many years. It 
is widely considered a bad deal.

Adding a 197-x to the mix could prompt a more comprehensive and multi- 
farious discussion about our neighborhoods. However, backroom deals and the 
domination of private interests will persist unless the community-planning 
process sees serious structural changes. Making community-driven plans 
officially binding will be a good start. We also call for community boards to gain 
veto power over land-use decisions, as well as independence from borough 
presidents. While each of the city’s 59 boards has as many as 50 unsalaried 
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Sale: Community Planning 
Confronts Global Real Estate 
(Massachusetts: MIT Press, 
2008), 154.

3. Ibid, 56.
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Borough of Manhattan, 
“197-a Plan for Community 
District 9,” (Government 
Document, New York, 2008), 
http://www1.nyc.gov/
assets/planning/download/
pdf/community/197a-
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Planning Commission shall, within one month, determine whether such 
plan satisfies the standards established by these rules. If the City 
Planning Commission makes such a determination with respect to a 
submitted plan, it shall prepare or cause to be prepared an 
environmental analysis of said plan required by law to enable the 
Commission and the City Council to act on the plan pursuant to 
subdivision (d) of this section. If the City Planning Commission 
makes the determination provided for in this subdivision with 
respect to a plan, that plan shall be referred to the Department of 
City Planning for circulation and review pursuant to subdivisions 
(c) and (d) of this section.

c. All plans proposed in approved format pursuant to this section 
shall be referred to the Department of City Planning for circulation 
to all affected community boards, all affected community groups, all 
affected borough boards, and all affected borough presidents for 
review and comment. All community boards and borough boards to which 
such a plan is referred shall hold regular public hearings on any 
such plans. Said hearings shall determine the merits of all such 
plans and, by Community Board majority vote, determine whether or 
not said plans’ recommendations, or any portion of them, are to be 
formalized. 

d. Within a period not to exceed three months following review and 
recommendation of a plan pursuant to subdivision c of this section, 
the City Planning Commission shall (1) review such plan, (2) hold a 
public hearing on such plan, and (3) by resolution approve, approve 
with modifications, or disapprove such plan. If the Commission has 
approved a plan or approved a plan with modifications, such plan 
shall be subject to review and action by the City Council pursuant 
to section 197-d. The Council may by majority vote approve a plan 
which the City Planning Commission has disapproved or which the 
Commission has failed to take under consideration in timely fashion. 
Such a vote may be at the initiative of the Council, the Mayor, or 
of a community or borough board. 

Introduction

members appointed by the relevant borough president, few have members with 
planning expertise or the funds necessary to hire a professional planner. Boards 
in wealthier areas may compensate by retaining their own outside experts, but 
low-income communities, which are disproportionately impacted by rapid 
development and environmental hazards, have far less ability to muster properly 
staffed boards. Having a full-time planner on staff would enable community 
boards to adequately navigate the long and complicated land-use review pro-
cesses. Boards should furthermore be authentically representative of their 
communities, with regard to age, race, immigration status, gender, orientation, 
or any other defining attribute. 

Below, a “lite” version of a proposed amendment to New York City’s Charter 
provides a legal framework for 197-x plans. 

NEW YORK CITY CHARTER 

197-x. PLANS. 

a. Plans by any individual or group of individuals, with or  
without affiliation to their community or borough boards, for the 
development, growth, and improvement of the city and of its boroughs 
and community districts may be submitted to the Department of  
City Planning (DCP) under the designation 197-x. Such plans may be 
proposed by (1) any individual regardless of age, race, creed, 
sexual orientation, level of education, profession, or any other 
defining attribute, to advance ideas regarding how to best make the 
city a more livable, equitable, sustainable, and enjoyable place; 
(2) any group of individuals, organized or otherwise, with a shared 
vision or concern for the future of the city. To ensure official 
documentation within the city’s open-access data repository, the 
group or individual proposing any such plan shall submit the plan 
using the 197-x portal provided by the Department of City Planning. 
No official sponsorship by any governmental entity is required to 
submit such a plan. All New York Public Library locations are to be 
outfitted with computers linked directly to said portal, and supplied 
with a support staff versed in the 197-x submission process and 
available to assist anyone who may need it. Any such submissions 
will be immediately posted on the Department of City Planning 
website and made available in print via regular reports to all 
community district and borough officials. Additionally, all submitted 
197-x plans will become official agenda items on forthcoming public 
hearings of both relevant community boards and of the City Planning 
Commission.

b. The City Planning Commission shall adopt rules establishing 
minimum standards for the form and content of 197-x plans pursuant 
to subdivision (c) of this section within six months after the 1st 
of January 2017. Such rules shall be minimal and written in a manner 
that does not penalize those who may wish to submit plans and are 
not skilled in—or able to employ someone who is skilled in—the 
graphic and other techniques generally associated with professional 
architects and planners. Upon receipt of a 197-x plan proposed in a 
manner pursuant to this section by any individual or group, the City 
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Planning Commission shall, within one month, determine whether such 
plan satisfies the standards established by these rules. If the City 
Planning Commission makes such a determination with respect to a 
submitted plan, it shall prepare or cause to be prepared an 
environmental analysis of said plan required by law to enable the 
Commission and the City Council to act on the plan pursuant to 
subdivision (d) of this section. If the City Planning Commission 
makes the determination provided for in this subdivision with 
respect to a plan, that plan shall be referred to the Department of 
City Planning for circulation and review pursuant to subdivisions 
(c) and (d) of this section.

c. All plans proposed in approved format pursuant to this section 
shall be referred to the Department of City Planning for circulation 
to all affected community boards, all affected community groups, all 
affected borough boards, and all affected borough presidents for 
review and comment. All community boards and borough boards to which 
such a plan is referred shall hold regular public hearings on any 
such plans. Said hearings shall determine the merits of all such 
plans and, by Community Board majority vote, determine whether or 
not said plans’ recommendations, or any portion of them, are to be 
formalized. 

d. Within a period not to exceed three months following review and 
recommendation of a plan pursuant to subdivision c of this section, 
the City Planning Commission shall (1) review such plan, (2) hold a 
public hearing on such plan, and (3) by resolution approve, approve 
with modifications, or disapprove such plan. If the Commission has 
approved a plan or approved a plan with modifications, such plan 
shall be subject to review and action by the City Council pursuant 
to section 197-d. The Council may by majority vote approve a plan 
which the City Planning Commission has disapproved or which the 
Commission has failed to take under consideration in timely fashion. 
Such a vote may be at the initiative of the Council, the Mayor, or 
of a community or borough board. 

Introduction

members appointed by the relevant borough president, few have members with 
planning expertise or the funds necessary to hire a professional planner. Boards 
in wealthier areas may compensate by retaining their own outside experts, but 
low-income communities, which are disproportionately impacted by rapid 
development and environmental hazards, have far less ability to muster properly 
staffed boards. Having a full-time planner on staff would enable community 
boards to adequately navigate the long and complicated land-use review pro-
cesses. Boards should furthermore be authentically representative of their 
communities, with regard to age, race, immigration status, gender, orientation, 
or any other defining attribute. 

Below, a “lite” version of a proposed amendment to New York City’s Charter 
provides a legal framework for 197-x plans. 

NEW YORK CITY CHARTER 

197-x. PLANS. 

a. Plans by any individual or group of individuals, with or  
without affiliation to their community or borough boards, for the 
development, growth, and improvement of the city and of its boroughs 
and community districts may be submitted to the Department of  
City Planning (DCP) under the designation 197-x. Such plans may be 
proposed by (1) any individual regardless of age, race, creed, 
sexual orientation, level of education, profession, or any other 
defining attribute, to advance ideas regarding how to best make the 
city a more livable, equitable, sustainable, and enjoyable place; 
(2) any group of individuals, organized or otherwise, with a shared 
vision or concern for the future of the city. To ensure official 
documentation within the city’s open-access data repository, the 
group or individual proposing any such plan shall submit the plan 
using the 197-x portal provided by the Department of City Planning. 
No official sponsorship by any governmental entity is required to 
submit such a plan. All New York Public Library locations are to be 
outfitted with computers linked directly to said portal, and supplied 
with a support staff versed in the 197-x submission process and 
available to assist anyone who may need it. Any such submissions 
will be immediately posted on the Department of City Planning 
website and made available in print via regular reports to all 
community district and borough officials. Additionally, all submitted 
197-x plans will become official agenda items on forthcoming public 
hearings of both relevant community boards and of the City Planning 
Commission.

b. The City Planning Commission shall adopt rules establishing 
minimum standards for the form and content of 197-x plans pursuant 
to subdivision (c) of this section within six months after the 1st 
of January 2017. Such rules shall be minimal and written in a manner 
that does not penalize those who may wish to submit plans and are 
not skilled in—or able to employ someone who is skilled in—the 
graphic and other techniques generally associated with professional 
architects and planners. Upon receipt of a 197-x plan proposed in a 
manner pursuant to this section by any individual or group, the City 
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Welcome to 
Gowntown

This project began some years ago as a formal counter-proposal to Columbia 
University’s expansion into Manhattanville. Terreform’s founder studied at 
Columbia in the aftermath of the 1968 protests over the school’s attempt to build  
a gym on public land in Morningside Park. He had witnessed Columbia’s predatory 
behavior as a landlord over the decades and was inclined to see the building of its 
new campus as more cruel and imperial expansionism. The more Terreform studied 
the situation, however, the more we saw ambiguity—both threat and promise. 
Columbia is building a highly autonomous campus on clearly bounded territory, 
suggesting, in strictly physical terms, a nominally “hands-off” approach to sur-
rounding neighborhoods that might even be read as accommodating. The visual 
demarcation of this plan creates a useful fiction: no spillover from the circum-
scribed expansion. 

But the site, which Columbia represented as fundamentally uninhabited, did have 
residents—around 400 of them—and was home to about 1,600 jobs.1 Yet in terms of 
zoning capacity, it was “underbuilt.” And it harbored activities like storage, 
parking, auto-repair, and gas pumping, which were seen as sub-optimal uses. From 
the start, community organizations, business owners, and residents contested 
their removal. This opposition focused both on displacement of existing tenants 
and, over the longer term, of those in a far wider area likely to be affected by rising 
rents. Perceived threats to community character nurtured a general spirit of 
resistance against The Man’s big plans. This felt very familiar.

Columbia’s undertaking was very much in keeping with elite urban universities’ 
historic politics regarding surrounding low-income communities of color. Columbia 
prides itself on the benefits of a racially and economically diverse student body 
and celebrates being situated in Harlem, the epicenter of African American 
culture. Yet its expansion in a neighborhood that is over 80% people of color  
fails to critically engage issues of race, including this country’s—and its own— 
long history of racial displacement in the interests of economic and political  
gain. Columbia cannot dodge its history as a developer nor as an active agent  
of economic and social disruption.

Simmering conflict between the community and the university ultimately crystal-
lized over Columbia’s use of eminent domain to acquire properties from owners 
unwilling to sell. Although a lawsuit was initially decided in the community’s favor, 
finding that the university had encouraged dereliction to help make its case for 
transforming the “bad” neighborhood, this decision was ultimately overturned. 
The relevant parcels have since been assembled, and Columbia’s construction of 
the initial buildings is well under way.

While we confidently thought that Terreform might do a more artistic and neigh-
borhood-friendly plan than the university’s, it was clear the project was certain  
to go ahead on Columbia’s terms. But it also seemed possible that modifications  
to the proposed plan could lead to more sensitive growth and real benefits for the 
community, adding far more jobs than would be removed and injecting energy  
and resources that, properly played, could help improve education, public spaces, 
housing, the environment, and transportation. The university suggests that there  
is something deeply selfish in choosing warehouses and a scattering of small 
businesses and tenements over the potential discovery of a cure for cancer. In 
truth, though,these things matter and sit at the core of the same urban economy 
that supports knowledge production, health care, and “prosperity”.

As we studied Columbia’s designs and entered into discussions with planners, 
community groups, stakeholders, experts, and residents, we gradually refocused 

1. Daphne Eviatar, “The 
Manhattanville Project,” 
New York Times, May 
21, 2006, http://www.
nytimes.com/2006/05/21/
magazine/21wwln.essay.
html?pagewanted=all&_r=0.
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